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Abstract: An ad-hoc network works without any infrastructures. It consists of wireless mobile nodes. In this paper, we propose an ad-hoc network routing protocol, called FR-DSR (Fast Reconnect Dynamic Source Routing), which is an improved DSR. When a route is disconnected, FR-DSR can reconnect fast by using prepared spare routes. During communication, spare routes are prepared by sending route check packets through routes in a cache, and an additional route request packet is sent if a spare route is broken. We show that FR-DSR gives better performance than DSR through simulation experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, communication service form has been changing with rapid progress of information and communication technology. These services must have infrastructure such as base stations and a backbone network. Therefore the technology called ad-hoc network has been researched. The ad-hoc network is a collection of wireless mobile nodes dynamically forming a temporary network without the use of any existing network infrastructure. In the ad-hoc network, if there is a long distance between a source node and a destination node, nodes between them must relay packets for them to communicate. Each mobile node in the ad-hoc network operates not only as a host but also as a router.

Since the ad-hoc network consists of mobile nodes, the communication route is frequently changed. Since the route change takes time, it causes deterioration of quality in real-time communication such as voice or video communication. In this paper, we propose FR-DSR (Fast Reconnect Dynamic Source Routing) which is an improved DSR so that reconnection time at the route change is short.

2. DSR AND ITS ISSUES

2.1 DSR

DSR [1, 2, 3] is one of the typical ad-hoc network routing protocols and has the features of both on-demand routing protocol and source routing protocol. In on-demand routing, looking for a route starts when a source node wants to send packets. In source routing, only a source node controls a route for relay nodes to send packets according to this route information. DSR consists of two mechanisms; route discovery and route maintenance.

2.2 Route Discovery

At first, a node looks for a route when it wants to send packets. Each node has a route cache. The route cache contains routes to the node which has communicated before. If the source node has routes to the destination node, these routes are contained in data packets to send them. If there is no route in the cache, the source node broadcasts a RREQ (Route Request) packet. A RREQ packet includes the source node ID, the destination node ID, the request ID, the
list of passed nodes, and so on. Receiving a RREQ packet, each relay node adds the own ID to the list in the RREQ packet and re-broadcasts it. In this way, a RREQ packet is spread over network and reaches the destination node. The destination node returns a RREP (Route Reply) packet to the source node when it received a RREQ packet. In this way, a route is established and communication between the source node and the destination one can start.

2.3 Route Maintenance

Each node does not have to periodically broadcast update packets because DSR is an on-demand routing protocol. Only source node maintains the route. Consider that the source node, S, and the destination node, D, are communicating through the route S-A-B-D. When the link A-B is down, the following action is done. After the node A transfers a packet to the node B, it tries to confirm that the node B receives the packet. This confirmation is used by a standard part of the MAC protocol. The node A decides that the link A-B is down if the node A can not confirm it. The node A deletes this route from the route cache. Then the node A sends a RERR (Route Error) packet to the source node S. The RERR packet includes the information that the link A-B is down. After receiving the RERR packet, the node S deletes the route including the link A-B from the route cache. The node S sends packets to the node D through other routes in the route cache, if there are other routes. If there is no route to the node D in the route cache, the node S looks for new route.

2.4 Issues of DSR

In the ad-hoc network, a route is cut in the case of node movement, etc and communication becomes impossible in many cases. When a route is cut, a source node tries to reconnect by using route maintenance and route discovery mechanism described in Sec. 2.2 and 2.3. Then the source node looks up a route to the destination node from the route cache. However the reliability of cached routes is low since the routes in the route cache may be old. When the current route is broken, a possibility that the cached routes are valid may be low.

We consider the case where the routes in the route cache entirely becomes invalid. The source node tries to send packets through a route in the route cache when the current route is broken. When the source node decides the link-down by using route maintenance, it looks for a route from the route cache again. If there are no routes to the destination node, the source node broadcasts the RREQ packets. This process wastes the time. In other words, it takes long time to reconnect a route in this case.

3. FR-DSR PROTOCOL

3.1 FR-DSR

The cause of the problem described in Sec. 2.4 is low reliable routes in a route cache. If a reliability of routes in a route cache is high, communication will be able to immediately restart even when a current route is broken. Of course, the source node does not have to look for a route.

From the discussions above, we propose an improved DSR, called FR-DSR, so that a source node prepares highly reliable spare routes in the route cache by deleting invalid routes from the route cache and getting new routes into the cache. Therefore communication can immediately restart by using these spare routes.

An outline of FR-DSR is shown in Fig.1. We consider the case where the source node S sends packets to the destination node D. It is supposed that the node S does not know a route to the node D at first and the route (c) becomes impossible to use during communication.

Each node has a current route list to put the destination node and the route into it. FR-DSR works as follows.

1. The source node S broadcasts a RREQ packet to find a route to the destination node D. The destination node D receives RREQ packets and
returns RREP packets for all RREQ packets.
2. When the source node S receives RREP packets, it
starts communication to the node D with the route
(a). At that time, the node S stores the route (a) into
the route cache and sends the data packets through
this route. When the node S sends the data packets,
the node S puts ID of the destination node D and the
source route (a) into the current route list.
3. The source node S periodically checks the current
route list. Then the source node S takes a pair of the
destination node ID and its route from the current
route list. Then the node S searches spare routes to
the destination node from the route cache. The
node S finds the routes (b) and (c) to send RCHK
(Route Check) packets to the destination node D
through these routes.
4. The RCHK packet sent through the route (b)
arrives at the destination node D. The other side,
the RCHK packet sent through the route (c) can not
arrive at the destination node D due to down of the
route (c). After finding this, the node C returns a
RERR packet to the source node S.
5. When the source node S receiving the RERR
packet finds the route (c) is broken, it deletes the
route (c) from the route cache. If the number of
spare routes to the destination node becomes below
a fixed number, the source node S tries to get spare
routes by broadcasting a RREQ packet.

FR-DSR consists of three main mechanisms.
They are explained below.

3.2 Getting Spare Routes

As described in Sec. 2.2, with DSR, each node
broadcasts a RREQ packet when it looks for a route.
With original DSR, a destination node returns only
one RREP packet for a RREQ packet which is
received first. That is, the destination node ignores
existing other routes. With FR-DSR we propose in
this paper, the destination node returns RREP packets
for all received RREQ packets as in the same way of
[5].

3.3 Current Route List

The goal of this paper is to have reconnecting time
short by improving on-demand routing DSR. With
on-demand routing, a source node does not have to
send any periodic packets. Route check that will be
described in Sec. 3.4 later is only done during
communication. Therefore its advantage keeps.

In this paper, each node has a current route list to
keep above advantage. When the source node sends
data packets, it puts the destination node ID and the
source route which are included in data packets into
the current route list. Each node periodically checks
the current route list. If there are the destination node
ID and the source route in it, each node dose route
check described in Sec. 3.4 for a pair of the node ID
and its route. They clear the current route list after
route check.

3.4 Route Check

Confirmation of spare routes in a route cache is
done as follows.

Each node periodically checks the current route
list. In the case where there are some routes in the
current route list, the source node searches other
routes to the destination node from the route cache.
Then it sends RCHK (Route Check) packets through
these routes. When the destination node receives a
RCHK packet, this route can be used and the source
node keeps it as a spare route. In the case where the
route used by a RCHK packet is broken, a relay node
finding link-down returns a RERR packet. When
the source node receives this RERR packet, it deletes this
route from the route cache. This action is the same as
an original RERR packet of data packets. After that,
the source node counts the number of spare routes to
the destination node. It is the number of sending
RCHK packets. If the number of spare routes is
below the fixed number, the source node broadcasts a
RREQ packet to discover spare routes.

4. EVALUATION THROUGH THE
SIMULATION

We performed two simulation experiments using
the ns-2 network simulator [4]. In these simulations,
flow control which is an option of DSR is disabled.

4.1 Experiment-1

A situation that FR-DSR works most efficiently is
as follows, where Experiment-1 is performed. We use
Fig. 1 to explain it. The source node S communicates
with the destination node D. First routes discovered
by route discovery are only the route (a) and (c). The
source node S communicates through the route (a).
After that, the route (b) can be used and the route (c)
cannot be used due to node movement. The route (a)
is broken at the time of the state that the route (b)
is valid and the route (c) is broken. We measure packet
delay and compare FR-DSR with DSR. The number
of spare routes which the source node prepares for
each destination node is set to be two.

Original DSR acts as follows. After the route (a) is
broken, the source node S receives a RERR packet.

The source node S sends data packets through the
route (c) in the route cache. Since the route (c) is
already broken, a node on the route (c) returns a
RERR packet to the source node S. The source node S
starts the route discovery process because there is no
route to the node D in the route cache. It gets the
route (b) by using route discovery, and sends data
packets through route (b).

On the other side, FR-DSR proposed in this paper acts as follows. The source node S sends a RCHK packet to the spare route (c). Then the source node S starts the route discovery process because the number of spare routes is one below two. This action is repeated during communication. After that, the node S finds the route (b) by using route discovery. The node S stops route discovery because there are two spare routes, but the route check is continued. After that, the node S finds that the route (c) is broken by using route check. Then the node S restarts the route discovery process because it has only one spare route. The node S receives a RERR packet after the route (a) is broken. The source node S uses route (b) to send data packets.

An environment of Experiment-1 is described below.

- Transport layer protocol : UDP
- Interval of sending packets : 0.05s
- Interval of route check : 1~1.1s
- Simulation time : 60s

4.2 Result of Experiment-1

Fig.1 and 2 show delay of each packet around the time when the route (a) is broken and the time before the route (a) is broken, respectively. The horizontal axis is the time when packets were sent, and the vertical axis is the delay until a sent packet reaches a destination node. Dropped packets are counted as no delay packet in Fig.2.

The route (b) is broken at 31.9 seconds. We can see certainly dropped packets and the rapid rise of delay. With DSR, packets are dropped and the delay rises rapidly. It takes about 1.1 seconds to converge on the stable state. On the other side, with FR-DSR one packet drops but next packet can reach. It takes about 0.1 seconds to converge on the stable state. This reason is that with FR-DSR the communication restarts through route (b) immediately after the route (a) is broken. Converging on the stable state means a communicating route is not broken.

As shown in Fig.3, with DSR the packet delay is almost fixed in the stable state. With FR-DSR, the delay periodically increases. This cycle is the same as the cycle (1~1.1 seconds) of route check and route discovery. In the other word, RCHK and RREQ packets are periodically sent and they make delay of data packets a little long. Therefore the packet delay increases. The packet delay before the route (a) is broken is different from that after. This reason is the difference of routes. The route (a) before down is 4 hops and the route (b) after down is 10 hops.
This packet delay in the stable state is less than the reconnecting time by changing a route. Although the maximum delay with DSR is 0.239 seconds due to reconnection, with FR-DSR, it is 0.075 seconds.

From these results, FR-DSR is better than DSR since the packet delay is short when a route is broken and the communication can be immediately restarted.

4.3 Experiment-2

Experiment-2 is performed in the state where each node moves at random. A source node and a destination node are placed on the points (200, 200) and (800, 800) in the simulation field (1000m × 1000m), respectively. We suppose that these two nodes do not move. In addition, there are 100 mobile nodes in this field. The transmitting radius of each mobile node is 250m. The source node communicate with the destination node using these nodes. Mobile nodes move at random where pause time is 0 second and moving speed is 0~5m/s. The simulation is performed 10 times, and we take the average of them. Simulation time is 200 seconds. The other parameters are the same as those in Experiment-1.

4.4 Result of Experiment-2

Fig.4 shows the histogram of the packet delay. The horizontal axis is the packet delay, and the vertical axis is the rate of the number of packets at this packet delay. Packets of which delay is greater than 0.2 seconds are shown as one of 0.2 seconds in Fig.4. The QoS restriction time in this paper is decided to be 0.2 seconds. Packets of which delay are over 0.2 seconds are treated as invalid. This reason is that packets which reached over fixed time may cause deterioration of QoS of real-time restriction.

As shown in Fig.4, the rate of packets of which delay are over 0.2 seconds are 46.7% with FR-DSR, and 52.9% with DSR. These packets include packets of which delay increases due to reconnection or collisions, dropped packets, and packets left in the queues of relay nodes. Packets left in the queues of relay nodes are packets which are not sent by relay nodes despite that there are routes to the destination node. This is a fault of ns-2 network simulator used in this paper. For this fault, there are packets left in the queues until the end of simulation and of which delay is over 100 seconds. Therefore packets delayed over the QoS restriction 0.2 seconds increase. As shown in Fig.4, the rate of these bad packets with FR-DSR becomes less than one with DSR, from about 53% to about 47%.

Table 1 shows the rate of invalid packets when the QoS restriction time is changed between 0.05 and 0.20 seconds. The short is thought as more severe communication in real-time restriction. As shown in Table 1, DSR becomes better than FR-DSR when the QoS restriction time is 0.05 seconds. FR-DSR is better than DSR when the QoS restriction time is 0.10 seconds.

With DSR, when a route is changed, packets drop continuously and the packet delaying over the QoS restriction time increases. However with FR-DSR, delay increases periodically due to route check and route discovery, but it is below the QoS restriction time. Delay at reconnecting is longer than delay at route check and route discovery. Therefore a performance of FR-DSR becomes lower than one of DSR if the real-time restriction becomes severe. The diverging time is 0.07 seconds in this simulation.

5. CONCLUSION

We have proposed FR-DSR which improves the reconnecting delay. With FR-DSR, each node has the spare routes in advance. Through simulation experiment using the ns-2 network simulator, we have shown that with DSR the reconnecting time by route change becomes 1.1 seconds and one with FR-DSR becomes 0.1 seconds. Moreover we have shown that a performance of FR-DSR is better than one of DSR in the case the QoS restriction time is over 0.07 seconds. Future works include the following.

- Congestion of network by RCHK packets and RREQ packets
- Power consumption
- Selection of spare routes
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